Sry-directed sex reversal in transgenic mice is robust with respect to enhanced DNA bending: comparison of human and murine HMG boxes.
The testis-determining factor SRY contains an HMG box DNA-bending domain. Human and murine factors (hSRY and mSRY, respectively) exhibit marked sequence divergence and are reported to differ markedly in DNA bending properties. Surprisingly, the combined application of time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (tr-FRET) and permutation gel electrophoresis demonstrates that the hSRY-DNA complex is more sharply bent than the murine complex and not less bent as previously reported. tr-FRET-based analyses of the distribution of end-to-end distances in the bent DNA-protein complexes further suggest that a broader range of DNA bend angles is populated in the murine ensemble than in the human ensemble. The two domains and their respective DNA complexes nevertheless exhibit similar thermodynamic stabilities. (1)H NMR spectra indicate analogous intercalation of distinct "cantilever" side chains (isoleucine or methionine) with subtle differences in induced DNA structure. Interchange of cantilevers does not affect DNA bending. That transgenic expression of either human or murine Sry in XX mice can confer a male somatic phenotype suggests that SRY-directed transcriptional regulation is robust to enhanced DNA bending and to changes in the precision of DNA bending. We propose that male-specific gene regulation requires DNA bending above a critical threshold set by architectural requirements of enhanceosome assembly.